RIC01-A
APPLICATIONS:

ACOUSTIC GUITAR AND DOUBLE BASS

At Reference, we believe
it is key to use a cable which
is able to render the sound
coming from your instrument,
just as if it were li-stened to by ear.
Is it therefore acceptable to have a
low quality cable in the audio chain?
The answer is surely not! A musician
tests and compares an instrument or
amplifier before making his/her choice,
in our opinion this should also occur
when choosing cables.
The same musician would never choose
an amplifier which has not been specifically designed for his acoustic guitar,
he/she should also make an informed
cable choice. Reference Laboratory,
being aware of this, has created cables
for acoustic instruments, or rather for
instruments that use piezo pick-up.

RECOMMENDED
FOR all electricalacoustic instruments
with piezo pick-up.
The making of this
cable is “innovative”, and
to achieve this the Reference Laboratory leverages certain fundamental
elements: experience, experimentation and competence spanning more than
twenty years and “symmetrical” conductor technology.
By symmetrical conductor,
we mean when both conductors, mass and signal are
identical.
This technique eliminates any
unbalance on the signal
route, the results is a full
range linear “rich” sound.
Why choose this cable
instead of a generic
one?
Why lose the original
sound, produced by high
quality acoustic instruments?

With reference to the above, we have
tested the RIC01-A, on 8 different electric-acoustic guitars. All the tests can
be listened to on DVD#1, DVD#3 and
DVD#4.
Watch and listen to our DVDs
on our website
www.referencelaboratory.com
or ask M.I. shops selling
Reference cables to play
you the DVD.

We use a PVC semiconductor, on all instrument ●
cables, as it reduces over 95% of sound created
by the movement of cables
We accurately test all our cables ●
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We can assemble, as requested, ●
cables to specific lengths

REMEMBER THAT
If you use a RIC01-A cable make sure to also use it to connect all
the effects (pedal or rack), this will improve your sound!

JACK

MOD. TM2P-AU-RL

❶

Single bodied stem-tip to allow for the maximum
conductibility possible and to prevent the tip from
becoming unscrewed, as a result of usage, typical of
tips attached to the stem; to avoid oxidation issues and
subsequent reduction in conductibility, we use gold
plated plugs

❷

Diecast metal shell housing nickel satin finish with
ergonomic grip

❸

Cable clamp Patented Amphenol JAW model - used as
a safe and long-lasting anchorage even at high
temperatures

❹

Backshell part in thermoplastic and the Flexible grommet cable protection in soft PVC

JACK 90°

❶

❸

❷

SILVER MODELLO 226

Is also available as an option
jack or Silent Plug Neutrik

❹

❶

mod. TM2P-AU-RL

❶
❷

Ample solder area-compact body

❸

Single bodied Stem-Tip, to achieve maximum conductibility and to avoid loosening of the point during
usage, typical loosening of mounted tips (not single
body tips). Standard telephone point, to obtain a
secure contact on every female jack and also allow
for a wider contact area in comparison to other
traditional tips

❸

Diecast metal shell in nickel-plated finish with
ergonomic grip

● Ample solder area
● Lead free solder, to achieve better conductibility while
respecting the environment

CONSTRUCTION

Inner Conductor 1

Silver Tinned Copper

Inner Conductor 2

Silver Tinned Copper

Insulation

PVC double layer

Shield

Tinned Copper

Jacket

Compound PVCdiameter 7mm

Available Colours

Black - Brown

Working Temperature °C

-40 +80°C

Minimum Bending Radius

8xOverall diameter

In option is possible have on all intrument cables the Silent Plug jack
(right angle o straight).

S t r a p p e r: Made in VELCRO®,
an exclusive design with electro-welded loop to be assembled with the cable. Water
resistant; high stability coupling
(does not fear dust and mud).
Available in different colours to
identify the different cable
lengths.
Blue
Red
Black
Yellow
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4,5 metres
6 and 20 metres
10 metres
15 metres

www.referencelaboratory.com

